Insects and their Relatives
Instructor: Dr. Elizabeth Duewer
Would you like to go on an adventure to different habitats in search of insects? Do you have fun collecting and identifying insects? If so, “Insects and their Relatives” is just the class for you. Insects for club projects may be collected by 4-H students. Insect nets will be provided—plus, you will learn to make your own.

Chemistry
Instructor: Jesse Reinstein
Observe, experiment, and research. You will learn to separate liquid from a solid, explore the colors in ink, grow a large crystal, recover water from a colored solution, and study the strange behavior of starch and water. Come have fun with chemistry.

Creative Art
Instructor: Julia Harman
Creativity is a marvel whereby something new and valuable is created. You will have fun creating multiple art projects including seed mosaics, sand drawings, homemade jewelry, and much more.

About those Dinosaurs
Instructor: Carolyn Richard
Dinosaurs help us understand science and our world. You will study meat eaters, plant eaters, footprints, teeth, eggs, color, DNA, extinction, feathers, and the scientists. Real fossils and full scale dino models will be examined. You will even make dino art projects.

The Oriental Express
Instructor: Mei Reeder
Come and explore China and Japan cultures through many hands-on activities. You will have fun tasting Asian snack foods, learn how to write your name in Chinese, count 1–10 in Japanese, play Chinese toys, Origami, and have the opportunity to shop for prizes provided by the instructor.

The Solar System Express
Instructor: Patrick Ralph
Have you ever noticed how lucky you are to live on this giant rock we call Earth? It’s our special planet. Our rock even has a sun that we can see during the day, and a moon that we see at night. In this class you will learn exactly where our sun goes at night and where the moon travels to during the day. You’ll also uncover that there are eight other planets, and tons of other moons, in what we call the solar system.

Crafts for Kids
Instructor: Dana Nieland
There will be lots of fun as you will learn to weave, paint, color, and design—making seven to 10 items of your own. Bring a paint shirt or smock; creativity can get a little dirty.
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Entrepreneurship, community, and running a mock restaurant. Start dreaming about the importance of family meals, sustainability, social graces, sanitation, and node, all have in common? They are all useful skills, too. You will learn how to use hand tools with pre-cut kits to make a sturdy wooden toolbox, a bird feeder, and other great projects.

Let’s Eat! Instructor: Anne Strohriech Woe are friends and family with your new kitchen skills and be the next top personal chef. Empower yourself with the art of cooking with local fresh food, learn about the importance of family meals, sustainability, social graces, sanitation, entrepreneurship, community, and running a mock restaurant. Start dreaming big about owning your own business.

Cheese Art and Ice Cream Science Instructor: Tanya Montgomery Ice cream and cheese-making are equal parts art and science. You will learn how components of milk are used to create different foods. We will explore just what goes into these delicious dairy products. You will make and sample your own creations.

American Girl’s Club Instructor: Delilah Kramer Calling all American Girl fans. We will learn about the historical periods of selected dolls, make crafts, prepare food from the time period, learn school lessons, and play historical games.

If you have an American Girl doll you are welcome to bring her to the club.